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ABSTRACT Edge-driven software applications often deployed as online services in the cloud-to-edge
continuum lack significant protection for services and infrastructures against emerging cyberattacks. Very-
Short Intermittent Distributed Denial of Service (VSI-DDoS) attack is one of the biggest factors for
diminishing the Quality of Services (QoS) and Quality of Experiences (QoE) for users on edge. Unlike
conventional DDoS attacks, these attacks live for a very short time (on the order of a few milliseconds) in
the traffic to deceive users with a legitimate service experience. To provide protection, we propose a novel and
efficient approach for detecting VSI-DDoS attacks using reinforced transformer learning that mitigates the
tail latency and service availability problems in edge clouds. In the presence of attacks, the users’ demand for
availing ultra-low latency and high throughput services deployed on the edge, can never be met. Moreover,
these attacks send very-short intermittent requests towards the target services that enforce longer delays in
users’ responses. The assimilation of transformer with deep reinforcement learning accelerates detection
performance under adverse conditions by adapting the dynamic and the most discernible patterns of attacks
(e.g., multiplicative temporal dependency, attack dynamism). The extensive experiments with testbed and
benchmark datasets demonstrate that the proposed approach is suitable, effective, and efficient for detecting
VSI-DDoS attacks in edge clouds. The results outperform state-of-the-art methods with 0.9%−3.2% higher
accuracy in both datasets.

17 INDEX TERMS Reinforced transformer learning, VSI-DDoS, edge clouds, QoS/QoE, cloud applications.

I. INTRODUCTION18

The advent of beyond 5G technology and the era of19

information-centric decision-making will require deploying20

multiple edge-driven applications for making day-to-day life21

more comfortable. For instance, to make mass adoption22

possible for technologies like augmented and virtual reality,23

autonomous vehicles, smart cities, tele-healthcare, massive24

Internet of Things (IoT) devices, home automation, etc. [1],25

high availability and low-latency service requirements have26

to be insured. Hence, edge clouds have emerged to mitigate27

such problems. However, these bring several security issues28

as nodes are distributed across the edge of the networks for29
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deploying applications closer to users. Besides these, edge 30

computing adds three primary features such as backbone 31

network alleviation – by processing data without exchange 32

with distant clouds, agile service response – reduces delay 33

in transmission and increased response time, and robust 34

cloud backup – extending capability using the distant cloud. 35

Despite the benefit of edge clouds, service providers face 36

several challenges when deploying their services in edge 37

clouds including (but not limited to), e.g., ensuring high 38

availability of services, defense against emerging attacks, and 39

optimal placement of applications among highly distributed 40

geographical nodes. 41

Even though methods [2], [3], [4] exist to mitigate security 42

holes in the edge clouds, there is still a lack of solutions 43

for multiple problems. These include slow-rate DDoS attacks 44
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FIGURE 1. Illustration of attack parameter variation in VSI-DDoS attack. β
is the degree of HTTP requests concentration from multiple bots, 1
represents an idle period, and (e1 − t1) indicates attack intensity.

with various burst times when the attackers target mission-45

critical services, users’ Quality of Experience (QoE), and46

systems’ Quality of Service (QoS) to sabotage performance47

over the long term instead of a short period. These attacks48

primarily target the availability of the systems by sending a49

large amount of traffic to exhaust resources such as CPU,50

bandwidth, or memory [5]. In these cases, the legitimate51

users’ services are frequently denied or interrupted, resulting52

in significant financial losses for the service providers. Over53

time, these attacks becomemore intelligent, sophisticated and54

robust through strengthening attack vectors every round and55

exponentially increasing the attack size, frequency, and ran-56

domness. Therefore, defending against such attacks is a pri-57

ority in academic and industry communities, specifically for58

edge clouds to meet users’ expected latency and throughput.59

Concurrently, several low-rate DDoS attacks have emerged,60

which are different from classical volume-based or resource-61

exhaustion DDoS attacks [6], [7]. The primary goal of62

such low-rate attacks is to degrade the QoS performed by63

employing TCP congestion control mechanisms [7]. They are64

stealthy, and they maintain low-volume, resulting in poten-65

tial violations of customer service-level agreements (SLAs).66

Notably, Very-Short Intermittent Distributed Denial of Ser-67

vice (VSI-DDoS) [8] is one of the low-rate attacks and also68

the biggest threat to services deployed on edge. Typically,69

it is hard to visualize damages caused by low-rate attacks.70

However, there are growing concerns about such attacks and71

their potential implications for violating SLAs associated72

with the edge cloud, where deployed applications are sen-73

sitive to latency and throughput [9]. Moreover, these attacks74

send short and intelligent legitimateHTTP requests for a short75

period (often tens of milliseconds) to multiple target services76

that maximize the response time and reduce users’ QoS/QoE77

in the long run (see Fig. 1). Hence, detecting such attacks at78

an early stage is more challenging than using classical DDoS79

detection methods.80

Transformer learning primarily applies and performs well81

in natural language processing (NLP) and computer vision82

tasks [10], [11]. A key factor to success in these areas is83

how text, images or videos are represented through repre-84

sentation learning [11]. Transformer models are built based85

on multi-head attention, which helps analyze time-series data86

because it considers contextual information (past-future), dif- 87

ferent representation subspaces, and adapting periodic and 88

nonperiodic patterns. The impressive success of transformers 89

inspires us to use a transformer with reinforcement learning 90

in securing edge systems, which remains unexplored. Pri- 91

marily, transformer-based reinforcement learning is known 92

to be unstable and inefficient for making downstream appli- 93

cations [12]. The features, including experience replay and 94

multi-head attention, are crucial to adapt dynamic temporal 95

behaviour and discernible patterns in data to induce contex- 96

tual information in learning to detect VSI-DDoS attacks in 97

edge clouds. Hence, we propose a transformer-based neural 98

model with learnable time representation to detect VSI-DDoS 99

attacks on the edge. 100

Reinforced transformer learning (RTN) is a learning 101

approach in which a transformer-based model is trained in 102

a reinforcement learning environment. It helps in model 103

training to achieve higher efficacy under multiple settings 104

to detect VSI-DDoS attacks. However, the transformer inte- 105

grates deep reinforcement learning to employ said features 106

to mitigate emerging service-targeted attacks in edge clouds. 107

This paper makes the following contributions by combining 108

the requirements for low-rate and VSI-DDoS detection with 109

the capability of autonomy in edge clouds. 110

1) First, we introduce a transformer-based VSI-DDoS 111

detection approach on edge with learnable time repre- 112

sentation in its architecture, known as VSI-TN. 113

2) Second, we introduce a transformer-induced deep rein- 114

forcement learning approach known as VSI-RTN to 115

make attack detection efficient and autonomous for 116

edge clouds. 117

3) Third, transformer integration with deep reinforce- 118

ment learning makes it possible to prioritize learning 119

on context-driven information (e.g., attack dynamism, 120

temporal dependency) for detecting VSI-DDoS attacks 121

under uncertainty. 122

4) Lastly, systematic and extensive experimental analyses 123

are carried out with testbed and benchmark datasets 124

while comparing them with state-of-the-art baseline 125

models, including DNN-based models (e.g., Bi-LSTM, 126

LSTM) and Deep Reinforcement Learning model (i.e., 127

DeROL [13]). 128

Organization. The rest of the paper is structured as fol- 129

lows. Section II discusses prior research on transformers and 130

deep reinforcement learning methods for DDoS detection. 131

The proposed system model is reported in Section III while 132

Section IV presents detailed experimental analysis. Finally, 133

the conclusion and future work are given in Section V. 134

II. RELATED WORK 135

Cyber threats in web applications have been rising due to 136

massive-scale services or microservices deployment on edge 137

for multiple domains. Users expect services from service 138

providers with expected QoS when using Internet services. 139

However, service providers can be severely affected by users’ 140
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unexpected QoS experience when using services deployed on141

edge. Typically, users browse multiple web pages together,142

and if latency reaches several seconds, they move to other143

service providers. Because users do not like to use underpriv-144

ileged services for longer, resulting in substantial financial145

loss for providers. Hence, Google and Amazon1 are putting146

much effort into reducing tail latency up to a certain level that147

reduces users’ inconvenience. When service providers iden-148

tify such behaviour, it ends with new types of attacks, e.g.,149

low-rate attacks. These attacks differ from classical DDoS150

attacks that paralyze complete links or resources down by151

sending exponential traffic.152

Remarkably, the recent VSI-DDoS attacks target primarily153

applications that offer QoS/QoE sensitive services on edge154

in contrast to classical DDoS attacks. Mitigation is vital155

to developing mechanisms to counter such attacks early,156

but hard to make it in edge clouds. Most existing meth-157

ods were developed for classical DDoS detection based on158

machine learning [14], deep learning [15] and deep reinforce-159

ment learning [13]. Saied et al. [16] present an ANN-based160

model for detecting high and low-rate DDoS attacks, eval-161

uated only with TCP, UDP, and ICMP protocols. A low-162

rate DDoS attack detection method for the cyber-physical163

system is reported in [17] using Deep Convolutional Neu-164

ral Network (DCNN) and deep Q-network, underperform-165

ing for sparse data. Recently, Forough et al. [2] reported166

a VSI-DDoS attack detection mechanism using LSTM-att167

model but having poor performance and underperforming in168

adverse conditions. Yeom et al. [5] use LSTM (Long Short169

Term Memory) based model for source-side DoS attack170

detection. They deploy detection modules on a gateway of171

a target subnet to detect DoS attacks in advance. Still, this172

type of deployment is costly, and the involvement of several173

network service providers and different vendors makes it174

nearly impossible. Roosmalen et al. [18] employDNN (Deep175

Neural Network) based supervised detection approach to176

identify botnets on packet flows. However, it only considers177

the detection of known botnet anomalies without temporal178

information. Wu et al. [19] introduce a transformer-based179

approach that utilizes a positional encoding technique to180

associate sequential information between features and a181

self-attention mechanism to facilitate network traffic type182

classification. However, it lacks consideration of temporal183

information during model training and is assessed only with184

two benchmark datasets. Yeom et al. [20] propose a collab-185

orative source-side DDoS attack detection framework based186

on LSTM. This approach involves sharing attack detection187

results amongst source-side networks of multiple regions,188

making this method expensive and difficult to collaborate189

with different real-world entities. Moura et al. [9] discuss the190

employment of open-source programmable asset orchestra-191

tion to defend against faults, congestion, or cyber-attacks in192

edge cloud systems. Ünal et al. [21] propose amulti-anomaly193

1The tail latency is defined as the latency of a server’s 99th percentile
response, which is the delay that users experience in the worst case.

detection model for cyber threat data. Pretrained transform- 194

ers’ variant is used to encode log sequences for learning the 195

structure along with anomaly types. It employs natural lan- 196

guage processing to find-out cyber threats from system logs, 197

which cannot be used in real-time detection and mitigation of 198

anomalies. Table 1 gives a comparison amongst existing and 199

our proposed methods. 200

Many deep reinforcement learning approaches have been 201

developed to detect, protect, and be resilient against cyber 202

threats by utilizing experience replay or feedback mecha- 203

nisms in multiple domains [22]. However, exploring deep 204

Q-learning combined with a transformer for detecting 205

VSI-DDoS attacks remains an open problem. A high tempo- 206

ral dependency and dynamic behaviour adoption in a short 207

period of time cause VSI-DDoS detection more difficult; 208

also, they bear legitimate behaviour during attacks targeting 209

multiple services for degrading users’ QoS/QoE. 210

III. SYSTEM MODEL 211

Due to the complex nature of VSI-DDoS attacks (e.g., 212

stealthy, sub-saturating, legitimate utilization of server’s 213

resources, varied data patterns in each slot of extreme increase 214

of request), the detection methods [23] overlook attacks 215

before degrading the QoS of web services. For example, the 216

sudden increase of HTTP requests in a short period exceeds 217

the server queue limit and causes a delayed response to 218

legitimate users. Therefore, it’s necessary to have a model to 219

capture those patterns to improve the detection performance. 220

The transformer plays a vital role in accomplishing such tasks 221

and is advantageous due to having a self-attention mecha- 222

nism. Moreover, to employ the features of deep Q-learning 223

combined with transformer, we formulate the VSI-DDoS 224

detection problem as learnable time-representation, experi- 225

ence replay, and dynamic policy update for performing the 226

detection operations early and efficiently. 227

A. PROBLEM FORMULATION 228

Given the VSI-DDoS problem, identifying attacks in ser- 229

vices deployed among edge servers formulated as a classifi- 230

cation task with two classes: legitimate and attack. However, 231

multiple categories of attacks exist [2], [8] (e.g., VSI-DDoS 232

vertical, VSI-DDoS horizontal, VSI-DDoS application) to 233

manipulate services at different levels of deployed applica- 234

tions. Therefore, without losing generality, we assume that 235

X and Y = {0, 1} denote an instance space and the set of 236

possible classes with timestamp t , where 0 and 1 encode as 237

legitimate and attack instances, respectively. Given training 238

data in the form of a finite set of observations: 239

D =
{
(xnt , ynt )

}N
n=1 ⊆ X × Y , (1) 240

drawn independently from Ep(X,Y), i.e., the probability distri- 241

bution Ep on X ×Y . The goal of detecting VSI-DDoS attacks 242

is to learn a classifier h, which is a mapping X −→ Y that 243

assigns a label to each instance xt ∈ X . Thus, the output 244

of the classifier h is defined as transformer (hT ) and deep 245
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TABLE 1. Comparison of existing methods.

FIGURE 2. Architecture of the proposed VSI-TN - a transformer-based neural model with time-representation layer using Time2Vec [25].

Q-learning with transformer (hQT ).246

ŷt := hT (xttr ) ∈ {0, 1}. (2)247

ŷt := hQT

(
hT (xt ),Rp{xt ,Ed (lvi , avj ),Ma(st , st ′ )}

)
∈ {0, 1}.248

(3)249

where hT (·) is a transformer based model in which the hT250

in Eq(2) receives time transformed xttr as input, and Eq(3)251

receives xt as input. Rp represents deep Q-learning with252

belief-vector, Ed - will estimate based on the legitimate data253

lvi and the attack data avj for the current state. Ma computes254

the similarity between samples at different states and feeds255

them to the classifier and the policy modules. It is worth256

noting that the proposed method can detect multi-class VSI-257

DDoS attacks and overperform existing methods.258

B. TRANSFORMER-BASED NEURAL NETWORK259

Transformer-based models (e.g., BERT [10]) consist of sev-260

eral encoder and decoder layers with multi-head attention.261

To solve our problem, we employ the transformer’s encoder 262

layer for input data’s intensive and compact feature rep- 263

resentation. We instantiate and train hT for VSI-TN using 264

multi-head attention layers (as shown in Figure 2) inspired 265

from self-attention layer [24]. The input is transformed into 266

three vectors: the query vector q, the key vector k , and the 267

value vector v with dimension dq = dk = dv = dmodel , 268

packed them as K , V , Q. The attention is computed using the 269

following [24]. 270

Attention(Q,K ,V ) = softmax
(
QKT
√
dk

)
V (4) 271

The transformer architecture employs one time-embedding 272

layer (time2vec), three encoder layers, and a classification 273

head placed after the last layer for smooth initiation of the 274

training process. 275

1) LEARNING TEMPORAL REPRESENTATION 276

For learning and adopting dynamic temporal behaviour of 277

data, we harmonize the Time2Vec [25] architecture with our 278
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FIGURE 3. Illustration of Time2Vec layer.

proposed approach for model agnostic vector representation279

of time. This vector representation is expressed as follows.280

t2v(τ )[i] =

{
ωiτ + ϕi i = 0
F(ωiτ + ϕi) 1 ≤ i ≤ k

(5)281

where (ωiτ +ϕi) represents the non-periodic and F(ωiτ +ϕi)282

indicates periodic features of the time vector. As a result,283

two additional features are obtained from Time2Vec layer284

followed by concatenation with original input as shown in285

Figure 3. In each training iteration, the transformer receives286

32 sequences with window size 25 and has 39 features287

(specific to UVSI-DDoS-I and II datasets) per instance for288

optimal training performance.289

C. REINFORCED TRANSFORMER NETWORK290

Considering the nature of system states, temporal depen-291

dency, and adapting dynamic attack behaviour, we assume292

that deep Q-learning with a transformer could provide an293

appropriate solution for detecting VSI-DDoS attacks in edge294

clouds. Therefore, we propose VSI-RTN blends with VSI-TN295

to improve the model efficacy as shown in Figure 4, inspired296

by DeROL [13]. VSI-RTN differs from DeROL: (1) the new297

VSIDDoS Attack Classifier based on VSI-TN model, and (2)298

the Rule Basemodule. First, the VSI-TNmodel is designed to299

efficiently adapt the VSI-DDoS attack’s dynamic behaviour.300

Second, the Rule Base module refers to when DRL policy301

has found doubtful belief-vectors from the classifier module.302

After assessing the rule-based module, the classifier will be303

updated to improve the reinforced learning process.304

Here, we utilize Deep Q-Network (DQN) as a function305

approximator that maps from partially observed states to306

action without storing Q-values. Deep reinforcement learning307

(DRL) policy composes Long Short Term Memory (LSTM)308

hidden layers, tanh as an activation function, and an output309

layer with an action handler. The reinforcement learning (RL)310

agent has three categories of actions.311

1) Automatic classification (ap) based on the received312

belief vector and environment parameters, apε{a0, a1},313

a0 being classified as legitimate and a1 as attack. The314

classifier is responsible for producing belief vectors by315

estimating a distance metric and training the VSI-TN316

model once it receives a labelled instance from the317

analyst manager.318

2) Assign the classification task (ac) to a Rule Base mod-319

ule for further assessment. If no rules are applied or320

found, the request is queued to wait for new rules from321

the analyst manager (i.e., the next action).322

3) Delay the classification task (ad ) if the classifier’s 323

output is not satisfactory and a similar classification 324

task is already sent to the Rule-Base module, then the 325

RL agent verifies the correct classification of similar 326

task with the Rule-Base followed by classifier updation 327

to produce expected accuracy. 328

VSIDDoS attack classifier (VAC) has three components: 329

a Euclidean distance metric, a memory component, and a 330

transformer model. It estimates similarity scores for a new 331

sample using the distance metric corresponding to each class 332

while the memory component stores for already seen sam- 333

ples. Let S be the recently classified sample stored in the 334

classifier. Si ∈ S be a subset of classified samples from 335

legitimate(i = 0) and attack(i = 1) class (number of classes, 336

k = 2). Similar to [13], for a new sample x, the distance 337

between each class(i) is measured by: 338

di(x) = min
(
dmax ,min

z∈Si
d(z, x)

)
(6) 339

where dmax is the maximum distance used, d(z, x) repre- 340

sents an Euclidean distance between samples z and x. Belief- 341

vector Ed = {e0, · · · , ei, · · · , ed } is expressed in terms 342

of similarity scores and ei = (dmax − di(x)). The trans- 343

former model updates independently whenever DRL policy 344

encounters non-decisive samples, i.e., when it cannot take the 345

automatic classification action ap. 346

Reward function validates as correct automatic classifica- 347

tion with 0 as a legitimate label and 1 as an attack label. 348

RL agent receives a −2 reward for incorrect classification. 349

Reward for assigning a classification task to a rule-base 350

decreases linearly by a factor of 0.5 depending on the present 351

analyst’s load (LA(t)), i.e., (−0.5) × LA(t). The reward for 352

delaying a classification task decreases exponentially with 353

each time unit of delay (TD). The exact reward function 354

is −2TD/10. Accordingly, the Q-value gets updated at each 355

time(t) for every action-state pair as follows. 356

Qt+1(s(t), a(t)) = Qt (s(t), a(t))+ α[r(t + 1) 357

+ γ max
a(t+1)

Qt (s(t + 1), a(t + 1)) 358

−Qt (s(t), a(t))] (7) 359

where r(t + 1) is obtained reward after action a(t) in state 360

s(t) for learned value r(t + 1) + γ max
a(t+1)

Qt (s(t + 1), a(t + 361

1)). Further, move to the next state-action pair s(t + 1) and 362

a(t + 1) that maximize Q-values seen in the next state and 363

also minimize the time difference error between the learned 364

value and the current estimated value. Here, the learning rate 365

α assumes close to zero, i.e., 0 < α < 1, and discounted 366

factor γ to 0.5. Loss function to update Q-values for each 367

training batch is given below [26]. 368∑
t

[Qt (s(t), a(t))− (r(t + 1)+ γ max
a(t+1)

369

×Qt (x(t + 1), a(t + 1)))]2 (8) 370

The DRL policy illustrated in Figure 5 receives the follow- 371

ing parameters at time t when sample x enters the system: 372
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FIGURE 4. Detailed architecture of VSI-RTN, inspired by DeROL [13] where the VSI-RTN uses Rule Base to accumulate training data for the
Model Base to improve real-time model efficacy.

FIGURE 5. Detailed architecture of DRL policy that consists of one LSTM layer, one hidden layer, and an activation layer to learn and
optimize for four possible actions {a0,a1,ac ,ad }.

(i) belief vector Ed (x) ε RK ; (ii) the analyst load LA(t);373

(iii) the delayed sample load LD(t); (iv) classification delay374

TD(x), and (v) similarity score ρ(x) reported by Analyst375

Manager obtain when compares the similarity between x and376

queued samples for labelling. The input to the DRL policy is377

expressed as follows:378

o(t) , {Ed (x),LA(t),LD(t),TD(x), ρ(x)} (9)379

DRL employs ε-greedy policy to explore different actions380

to maximize Q-value and summarized as follows.381

a(ε,Px ,Py) =


ac if Px < ε and Py < 0.25
ad Px < ε and 0.25 ≤ Py < 0.50
ap otherwise

(10)382

where action ap is automatic classification, action ac is ask383

for classification and action ad is delay classification.384

During the learning process, we heuristically decide the385

ε value to 0.05 for optimal DRL policy with exploration386

and exploitation of varied actions. Px and Py are random387

probabilities associated with each decision. During testing,388

ε is set to 0, which results in exploiting known actions to389

maximize theQ-value. Here, the DRL policy acts as an offline390

policy learner since it learns from taking different actions391

{ac, ad , ab} as described in Eq(10). The Q-value function392

Qt (s(t), a(t)) is learnt independently from previous policy,393

i.e., greedy policy. The steps to explain how VSI-RTN works394

is given in Algorithm 1.395

Algorithm 1 VSI-RTN
Require: New Sample from Sample Generator module
Ensure: Trained DQN and VSI-TN model
1: for iteration i = {1, 2, . . . ,R} do
2: for new sample m = {1, 2, . . . , n} do
3: add m to sample scheduler (Sch)
4: while Sch has pending samples do
5: get a sample s ∈ Sch
6: form o(t) following Eq. (9)
7: generate an estimation of the Q-values
Q(o(t)) for available actions, a ε {ap, ac, ad } by the DQN

8: take action at according to policy φ given
Q(o(t))

9: if action a is ac then
10: send Sch to Analyst Manager for correct

labelling, VAC’s updation and training of VSI-TN
11: send Sch to Sample Scheduler for further

classification attempt
12: end if
13: obtain reward r(t)
14: end while
15: end for
16: if training phase then
17: train DQN using loss Eq. (8)
18: end if
19: end for
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION396

This section evaluates the VSI-TN and VSI-RTN models397

for assessing the efficacy of VSI-DDoS detection by con-398

ducting extensive experiments using testbed and benchmark399

datasets. We explain our testbed setup, data collection, and400

benchmark datasets following data pre-processing. We also401

explain window-based time transformation, which is only402

used for the VSI-TN model. Afterwards, we assess the403

VSI-TN and the VSI-RTN models to adopt different learning404

dynamics with and without DRL settings. Finally, we com-405

pare and analyse the performance with state-of-the-art406

methods.407

A. DATASETS408

We conducted experiments with four real-world datasets,409

including two testbeds and two benchmark datasets.410

1) TESTBED SETUP AND DATA COLLECTION411

Testbed setup and data collection is designed and developed412

by following similar settings available in [27]. We configure413

an edge server with an n-tier web application benchmark414

RUBiS2(i.e., web server, an application server, and a DB415

server) to assess our proposed VSI-DDoS detection models.416

The 3-tier architecture is followed and deployed on the edge417

cloud illustrated in Figure 6.Web application server deployed418

as an independent instance with the same virtual specification419

and offered services using RUBiS. The imitation of legiti-420

mate users were made using the workload generator RUB-421

BoS.3 The Apache Bench in collaboration with LOIC 4 was422

used to create bots for injecting VSI-DDoS attacks towards423

deployed services. We collect data by considering two main424

scenarios with and without VSI-DDoS attacks simulating425

on and off periods across multiple periods using R-RMON426

tool. The R-RMON is a remote resource monitoring tool427

developed by us to monitor systems, application resources,428

and services. The scenarios are known as UVSI-DDoS-I and429

UVSI-DDoS-II, which are explained below.430

• UVSI-DDoS-I: This scenario is designed to inject ver-431

tical VSI-DDoS attacks by targeting deployed web432

services using synchronized bots. We consider β =433

40 milliseconds as common burst time for each interval434

with 5000 HTTP requests. Here, we scaled the attack435

vertically to increase the intensity of attacks in each436

interval to degrade the QoS of legitimate users.437

• UVSI-DDoS-II: In this scenario, we set β = 100 mil-438

liseconds with 2000 HTTP requests for each interval.439

We scaled the attack horizontally with multiple bots440

to impact longer burst time with the same number of441

requests that degrade the QoS of legitimate users.442

Further, we set 1 = 2 seconds and data collected for443

2 hours for each scenario from three levels in the testbed,444

including physical, virtual, and applications. It is worth men-445

2https://github.com/uillianluiz/RUBiS
3https://github.com/michaelmior/RUBBoS
4https://github.com/NewEraCracker/LOIC

FIGURE 6. Illustration of UVSI-DDoS testbed architecture.

tioning that we employed normal load generator Locust5 with 446

1000 users to ensure having enough legitimate users and 447

experience QoS degradation. We chose fixed and random 448

starting points of attacks for both scenarios. 449

2) BENCHMARK DATASETS 450

We used two benchmark datasets for evaluating our pro- 451

posed methods, namely, CIC-DDoS2019 [28] and UNSW- 452

NB15 [29] due to the non-availability of benchmark datasets 453

for VSI-DDoS. CIC-DDoS2019 is a realistic dataset that col- 454

lects through background traffic using B-Profile System [30]. 455

The dataset simulates and collects the behaviour of multiple 456

users with protocols such as HTTP, SSH and having 18 varia- 457

tions of DDoS attacks for training and testing. UNSW-NB15 458

dataset is composed of real-time scenarios that combine 459

modern normal activities and synthetic contemporary attack 460

behaviour, collected through IXIA PerfectStrom6 tool. 461

B. DATA PROCESSING 462

Before feeding data into the learning models, we preprocess 463

both testbed and benchmark datasets by converting, normal- 464

ization, filling missing values, extracting relevant features, 465

and time transformation. 466

For both UVSI-DDoS datasets, we extract relevant features 467

and processes across the training and testing set. The UVSI- 468

DDoS-I dataset consists of 38847 attacks and 105040 legiti- 469

mate instances with 39 features. The UVSI-DDoS-II dataset 470

contains 37875 attacks and 27620 legitimate instances with 471

39 features. 472

On the other hand, CIC-DDoS2019 has 87 features 473

across training and testing data and has 226437 attack and 474

112731 legitimate instances. UNSW-NB15 dataset consists 475

of 9 attacks and 49 extracted features. Details of datasets are 476

also summarized in Table 2. 477

5https://locust.io/
6https://research.unsw.edu.au/projects/unsw-nb15-dataset
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TABLE 2. Details of testbed and benchmark datasets.

FIGURE 7. Illustration of window-based time transformation.

1) WINDOW-BASED TIME TRANSFORMATION478

After obtaining relevant features and standardization,479

we employ the window-based time transformation to embed480

temporal information for both datasets. For x number of481

data instances, the matrix looks like x × 39 with 39 features.482

Each instance contains a label(y) at the end. This matrix483

is sampled with a continuous window size of 25 resulting484

in x − 25 instances of block size (25, 39). The assigned485

label for each block belongs to 25th element (the last one486

in the block); this way, the model can learn both short and487

long-term temporal patterns. Finally, a three-dimensional488

matrix of size (x − 25, 25, 39) is obtained and fed as input489

to learning models. The steps to explain how window-based490

time transformation works are given in Algorithm 2.491

Algorithm 2 Time Transformation
Require: Data instances with temporal order
Ensure: Transformed instances based on window size (w)
1: l = number of instances in X
2: w = window size (i.e., w = 25)
3: for iteration i = {1, 2, . . . , l − w} do
4: ith element of X ′k for k = {ith, . . . , (i + w − 1)th} (k

instances from X )
5: ith label in X ′ = label for (i+ w)th instance in X
6: end for
7: return X ′

C. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS492

The evaluation metrics include Area Under the Receiver493

Operating Characteristic Curve (AUC) [31], precision, recall,494

FIGURE 8. Cumulative density analysis for UVSI-DDoS-I testbed data in
presence and absence of attacks.

FIGURE 9. Cumulative density analysis for UVSI-DDoS-II testbed data in
presence and absence of attacks.

and accuracy to establish the model’s capability for detecting 495

VSI-DDoS attacks. The occurrences of attack class are rarer 496

than the legitimate class, leading to class imbalance problems 497

and vice versa depending on the time data were collected. 498

Hence, we employ AUC as a validation measure to alleviate 499

this problem. 500

We begin our experiments with the characterization of data 501

using cumulative density analysis for CPU utilization and 502

tail latency in the UVSI-DDoS-I testbed dataset as shown 503

in Figure 8. Figure 9 shows the same for CPU utilization 504

and memory usage in the UVSI-DDoS-II testbed dataset. The 505

cumulative difference between legitimate and attack is very 506

close (seen in the Figures), increasing detection difficulty. 507

Figure 10 shows the latency variation of HTTP requests in the 508

presence and absence of VSI-DDoS attacks within the UVSI- 509

DDoS-I dataset. Under normal traffic conditions, latency 510

remains very close to 0. However, during the attack period, 511

it peaks between 200 ms to 800 ms.We used the Keras library 512

with the Tensorflow backend for implementing the proposed 513

VSI-TN and VSI-RTN models. 514

1) VSI-TN 515

We begin with the UVSI-DDoS-I dataset for assessing mod- 516

els with time-representation layers that achieve significant 517

model performance in detecting VSI-DDoS and iterate for 518

other datasets. The hyper-parameters of each model are tuned 519

with a grid search mechanism to obtain optimal model per- 520

formance. Based on these, we achieve the best results with 521

a sliding window size of 25 instances, 12 attention heads, 522

10 epochs, and a batch size of 32 for the VSI-TN model. 523

The dropout value sets 0.1 and employs a global average 524

pooling for the encoder layer to prevent model overfitting. 525

ADAM [32] optimizer was used for our experiments with 526
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FIGURE 10. Latency analysis for UVSI-DDoS-I testbed in presence and
absence of attacks.

TABLE 3. Hyperparameters of VSI-TN for UVSI-DDoS-I dataset. In case of
UVSI-DDoS-II dataset size of query, key and value were reduced to
128 and number of attention heads was set to 6; reduced size of the
neural net eliminated over fitting issue caused by relatively small sized
UVSI-DDoS-II dataset.

‘binary-crossentropy’ as loss function and sigmoid as acti-527

vation function to obtain an accurate and stable model. The528

validation split 0.2 achieves optimal model accuracy. The529

model’s hyperparameters are given in Table 3.530

2) VSI-RTN531

Transformer-based reinforcement learning assesses with lim-532

ited labelled data to alleviate the model stability problem.533

Limited labelled data from a security system is typical534

because we need expert efforts to label them. After training535

them on different data sizes to confirm the superior learning536

FIGURE 11. Learning behaviour analysis - training VSI-TN.

FIGURE 12. ROC analysis - VSI-TN with baseline models.

behaviour expected from reinforcement settings, we evaluate 537

both VSI-TN and VSI-RTN models. These data sizes include 538

10%, 30%, 50%, 80% and 100% of both UVSI-DDoS-I 539

and UVSI-DDoS-II datasets that maintain temporal consis- 540

tency. VSI-RTN verifies this with learning stability under 541

variable data size and data imbalance ratios (see Figure 16). 542

We observe that VSI-TN does not achieve stable performance 543
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TABLE 4. Hyperparameters of VSI-RTN.

TABLE 5. Comparison among baseline models with proposed methods
using UVSI-DDoS-I and UVSI-DDoS-II datasets.

with varied data size and data imbalance ratios as given in544

Table 6.545

Table 4 explains the hyperparameters for the VSI-RTN546

model. We perform our experiments with a random selection547

of 20 samples per training iteration in the reinforced learning548

process by maintaining the ratio of 15 : 5, where 15 samples549

were legitimate, and 5 samples were attacks.550

The proposed approach carries extensive experiments with551

UVSI-DDoS testbed and CIC-DDoS datasets. Figure 11552

shows training and validation loss curves for VSI-TN on553

the UVSI-DDoS dataset Scenario-I. Training loss can keep554

decreasing and eventually infuse. In contrast, validation loss555

fluctuates during the initial epochs and eventually immerses556

as well. Table 5 shows performance of the proposed models557

(i.e., VSI-TN and VSI-RTN) using both UVSI-DDoS dataset558

scenarios. We observe that our proposed models outperform559

baseline models with 0.9% to 3.2% more AUC score using560

the UVSI-DDoS dataset. The proposed models achieve supe-561

rior performance by automatically uncovering the relations562

of attack patterns with temporal information via multi-head563

self-attentions. Moreover, with experience replay and the564

adaptation of new attacks via the reinforced learning process,565

themodel could evolve and better detect future attacks. In par-566

ticular, in the later experiment presented in Figure 16, the567

detection performance remains high across different attack568

scenarios and high variants of unique attacks coming into the569

systems.570

a: LEARNING DYNAMICS OF VSI-RTN571

To assess the learning stability and emulate real-time appli-572

cations behaviour deployed on edge, we carried out extensive573

experiments to observe the performance correlation among574

different ratios of data for VSI-TN model within the rein-575

forced learning process, i.e., VSI-RTN model. Figure 13576

TABLE 6. Comparison across training data size for VSI-TN.

shows the decreasing losses on UVSI-DDoS-I data and Fig- 577

ure 14 shows accumulated rewards along training iterations 578

for two models. One is the proposed VSI-RTN model, and 579

another baseline model named RNN-RL, which uses LSTM 580

instead of transformer in reinforcement settings. We have 581

reported three different runs for loss and rewards for the 582

VSI-RTN model, all showing a similar trend. Compared to 583

the baseline model RNN-RL, VSI-RTN can achieve higher 584

rewards in less amount of iterations. In terms of loss, the base- 585

line model suffers several spikes during training. As shown in 586

Figure 16, the proposed model achieves stable performance 587

even fed varying amounts of data over time to the models. 588

In Figure 16, Unique Normal RL and Unique Attack RL 589

refer to normalized total unique normal and attack instances 590

seen by DRL policy while training. Unique Normal and 591

Unique Attack show the amount of unique normal and attack 592

instances that were sent back to the analyst manager and, 593

in turn, fed to the VSI-TN component for independent train- 594

ing. As we can see, there is a steady growth in the AUC 595

score as we increase the data size. Also, we observe that 596

increased data size leads to a steady increase of unique data 597

received by the DRL policy. Unique data sent for training the 598

VSI-TN that originally decreases and eventually remains the 599

same without compromising performance. It illustrates that 600

VSI-TN in reinforcement settings can be trained with fewer 601

instances to make expected decisions for the model. This 602

training strategy can eliminate learning instability and data 603

imbalance problems and train the VSI-TN with only relevant 604

training examples. The resultant model is cost-effective and 605

efficient under those constraints. 606

Figure 15a shows that introducing a high penalty for delay 607

classification implies maximum effect by progressing model 608

training with lower delay in UVSI-DDoS-I data due to high 609

non-similarity within data instances. The typical case is the 610

fluctuation in performance at the beginning for wrong classi- 611

fications; eventually, the model minimizes them. Throughout 612

the training, correct classification dominates over requests for 613

labelling from the rule base. Figure 15b shows the results of 614

the same experiment on UVSI-DDoS-II data, where the train- 615

ing performance of the model fluctuates during initial steps 616

and eventually minimizes the wrong classification. In addi- 617

tion, classification is requested from the analyst manager in 618

case of previously unobserved data due to low confidence in 619

the classifier by the RL agent. During this process, if sim- 620

ilar to already sent data arrives, then the classification task 621

is delayed because of the analyst manager’s classification. 622
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FIGURE 13. Convergence behaviors of VSI-RTN for illustrating model
stability. The figure is best viewed in color.

FIGURE 14. Accumulated rewards during training in VSI-RTN to illustrate
model stability. The figure is best viewed in color. Here, RNN-RL is a
baseline solution using LSTM with the same reinforced learning settings
as VSI-TN.

TABLE 7. Overall performance of our proposed models in comparison to
other works using CIC-DDoS dataset.

In such a way, the model does not need to repeatedly send a623

request for classification to the analyst manager. Instead, the624

model can learn efficiently and use the same manual labour.625

D. COMPARISON WITH EXISTING METHODS626

To verify our proposed models compared to state-of-the-art627

methods, we consider the CIC-DDoS2019 and UNSW-NB15628

datasets for the non-availability of the VSI-DDoS benchmark629

datasets. Table 7 shows the performance of our proposed630

models, where VSI-TN and VSI-RTN outperform existing631

FIGURE 15. Probabilities of actions for each sample during training with
UVSI-DDoS-I and UVSI-DDoS-II datasets.

TABLE 8. Overall performance of VSI-TN in comparison to other works
using UNSW-NB15 dataset.

works. Our models differ from existing methods: (i) exper- 632

iments made for a maximum amount of test sets 19 mil- 633

lion instances, (ii) developed transformer-induced multi-task 634

deep reinforcement learning, (iii) dynamic adoption of attack 635

behaviour, and (iv) mitigate service availability andQoS/QoE 636

problems in edge clouds, outperforms in compare to exist- 637

ing methods such as DNN-based baseline models, DDoS- 638

Net [15], and GRU-SDN [33]. 639

Results on UNSW-NB15 dataset are reported in Table 8. 640

LSTM-Att [2] offers AUC of 96.64% and 96.6% accu- 641

racy, whereas baseline LSTM shows 96.82% AUC and 642
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FIGURE 16. Performance variants of VSI-TN in the VSI-RTN pipeline in correlation with different amounts of data received in the reinforced learning
process. Unique Normal RL and Unique Attack RL represent total unique normal and attack instances seen by the DRL Policy of the VSI-RTN model while
training. Unique Normal and Unique Attack indicate the number of unique normal and attack instances seen by the VSI-TN component of VSI-RTN. The
counts are normalized across all the percentages for every type of count to scale between 0 and 1.

TABLE 9. Training and testing time analysis for the proposed and the baseline models.

lower accuracy of 85.68% compared to LSTM-Att [2]. Our643

proposed model achieves higher accuracy of 98.26% with644

an improvement of 1.66% to 12.57% compared to other645

methods.646

Training time and testing time analysis across our pro-647

posed and other deep learning-based methods is given in648

Table 9. From the table, once data size increases, the training649

time for all methods is also growing, but testing time per650

instance remains closer or similar. In the case of UVSI-651

DDoS-I data, VSI-TN has a testing time of 76.86µSec652

slightly higher than LSTM with 44.15µSec and BiLSTM653

with 60.58µSec. For UVSI-DDoS-II data, VSI-TN has a654

testing time of 20.49µSec less than BiLSTMwith 37.63µSec655

and slightly higher than LSTM with 16.83µSec. In addition,656

UNSW-NB15 testing times for VSI-TN, BiLSTM and LSTM657

are pretty close to one another with 67.01µSec, 62.47µSec658

and 63.04µSec, respectively. Similarly, in the case of CIC-659

DDoS2019, VSI- TN requires 68.75µSec per instance, BiL-660

STM requires 64.60µSec, and LSTM requires 66.78µSec,661

respectively. For the VSI-RTN model, training times are for662

10000 iterations in each dataset, requires 1316.51 Sec for663

UVSI-DDoS-I, 437.9 Sec for UVSI-DDoS-II, 1341.55 Sec664

for UNSW-NB15, and 1358.16 Sec for CIC-DDoS2019, 665

respectively. Testing time per instance for VSI-RTN remains 666

relatively close to one other despite increased data size. This 667

analysis shows that the proposed VSI-DDoS detection mod- 668

els perform well on the microsecond scale, implying that 669

models can improve service availability by controlling these 670

attacks on the edge at a very early stage. 671

The ROC curve of VSI-TN, along with other baseline 672

methods for UVSI-DDoS-I and UVSI-DDoS-II test data, are 673

shown in Figure 12. ROC curve shows the model’s ability to 674

differentiate between the target classes in True Positive Rate 675

(TPR) and False Positive Rate (FPR). The proposed VSI-TN 676

outperforms BiLSTM, LSTM, and Gaussian NB, which also 677

reflects from Area Under the Curve (AUC) score reported in 678

Table 5. As a result, VSI-TN achieves stable learning ability, 679

adapts to dynamic and temporal data behaviour, and manages 680

data imbalance problems when detecting VSI-DDoS attacks 681

in edge clouds. 682

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 683

This paper demonstrated that VSI-DDoS attacks primarily 684

target time-sensitive services deployed on edge to degrade 685
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users’ QoS/QoE. Hence, we developed a reinforced trans-686

former learning-based approach to detect such attacks that687

mitigate the problems of service non-availability and dirty688

users’ QoS/QoE experience in edge clouds. The integration689

of transformer and deep reinforcement learning makes the690

model more intelligent and effective as it uses an encod-691

ing layer for compact feature representation of raw data.692

Our proposed model has multiple features, such as adopting693

dynamic attack behaviour, learning stability, and a rule-base694

for smoother decisions, outperforming testbed and bench-695

mark datasets under adverse conditions. Multihead atten-696

tion of transformer-based models helps to analyze contextual697

information in time-series data, resulting in better attack698

detection capability. Our comprehensive experimental evalu-699

ation shows that the proposed approach outperforms state-of-700

the-art methods and ensures model stability, efficiency, and701

robustness for detecting VSI-DDoS attacks at an early stage.702

Moreover, the time analysis shows the feasibility of using our703

proposed model in the early detection of VSI-DDoS attacks704

in edge clouds with testing time in microseconds.705

An extension of this work is undergoing by deploying706

diverse mission-critical edge applications in 6G testbed to707

handle users’ QoS/QoE problems.708
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